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Symbol Ceremony
Since 1866, the Symbol Ceremony initiation has been
performed for every member of the SAG organization. Upon a
child’s fifth birthday, parents shall bring their child to the SAG
office of their board member representative or the
headquarters office by special arrangement for the ceremony
to be executed. New members that join the organization, above
the age of five, will receive the Symbol Ceremony following
their acceptance into the organization by the board.
In this ceremony the member is marked with the symbol that
represents the SAG mission. The symbol is a circle with a line
following around it in the direction of the top of the circle on
each side, tipped with arrows pointing toward the completion
of the circle from where they stopped. This inscription shall be
placed behind the left ear just inside the natural hairline.
The symbol’s circle represents the earth. The partial line around
the symbol ending with arrows represents the endeavors of the
SAG members moving forward to close the circle. Our goal is to
close the gap when Earth is rejuvenated. We will then update
our symbol to signal our organizational status as Earth
guardians, maintaining rejuvenated Earth.
The SAG Symbol Ceremony is a tangible representation of a
member’s commitment to our mission. It ratifies the recipient
as one of us, in duty, and camaraderie to their fellow members.

RECITATION
Our guides speak to us through our minds. The foundation of
our intent and actions flourish from this point. The symbol of
your commitment will be inserted inside your hairline behind
your left ear, sealing your obligation to the SAG. After it is
installed, the pictorial view is interpreted as ‘I am a guardian of
Earth guided by my ancestry.’ Raise your right hand and repeat:
I believe and commit to the SAG mission,
And take my place willingly among its members.
We stand together in unity; one mission, one cause.

